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Letter From Our
CEO & President
Dear Ultrafabrics Customers,
Partners, and Stakeholders,
2021 was a year of significant developments for sustainability
at Ultrafabrics. As Environmental, Social, and Governance
(ESG) issues continued to rise on the global business agenda,
we embedded priority issues into our core 5-year business
planning process. Through this process, we brought together
business leaders across broader functions and regions to spur
sustainable innovation both in our manufacturing process,
and in our relationships with our customers and suppliers.

We are proud to announce new, measurable, time-bound targets
in renewable & recycled material innovation, waste, and water
impacts with this year’s report. These are industry-leading
targets that will not only improve the sustainability impacts
of Ultrafabrics and our customers but help to catalyze others
to continually raise the bar.

Building on our sustainability strategy development in 2019,
along with our inaugural sustainability report covering 2020
performance, our business planning task force focused on
setting measurable, time-bound targets that support our
long-term sustainability vision: conserving resources and
protecting the well-being of people & planet for generations
to come, all while maintaining the high-performance
functionality and ultimate comfort that Ultrafabrics
has always been known for.
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Ultrafabrics recognizes that sustainability is an ongoing journey;
with announcement of these new targets and the initiatives
that support their achievement, we continue to drive progress
forward in supply chain transparency, climate, and other
key ESG issues. With an unwavering dedication to meet the
sustainability needs of the future without compromising our
rigorous performance standards of today, we know that the
path to delivering on these sustainability commitments will not
be without its challenges. As more and more of our partners
across the value chain work towards their own ambitious
sustainability commitments, the opportunity grows to navigate
those challenges together, shifting our industry towards a truly
sustainable future for all.

——
Danielle Boecker-Primack, President,
and Clay Rosenberg, CEO
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About This
Report
Ultrafabrics Inc., USA, engaged in the sale of polyurethane
material and Daiichi Kasei Co., Ltd. (DKK), Japan, engaged
in the manufacturing and sale of polyurethane material,
are subsidiaries of Ultrafabrics Holdings Co. Ltd. This report
has been developed by Ultrafabrics Inc. with the support of
DKK. Recognizing that our biggest impacts come from our
manufacturing activities, we have included ESG data covering
manufacturing (DKK) along with sustainability goals, targets,
and activities developed by Ultrafabrics. Management and
governance activities within DKK are excluded from the scope.
Our 2019 materiality assessment, which informs the material
topics covered in our report, included stakeholder engagement
with Ultrafabrics Inc., USA stakeholders only, and excludes
DKK management, governance, and stakeholders, but similarly
includes manufacturing activities in its scope.

Reporting Year: January 1, 2021 — December 31, 2021,
unless otherwise noted.
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Company
Overview
Based on state-of-the-art engineering, Ultrafabrics designs
intelligent, animal-free materials that combine highperforming functionality and comfort in an array of design
styles that speak to the senses. Focused on unlimited
creativity, lasting durability, and greener solutions,
Ultrafabrics is always innovating and evolving with
people and planet in mind.

Our Vision —— lead the industry by creating innovative
materials that protect and conserve our greatest
resources while stewarding industry-wide change
in social and environmental responsibility.

Our Mission —— pioneer socially conscious materials
without sacrificing incomparable comfort and
superior performance.
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Long-term
Commitments
Ultrafabrics Continues to Drive Change
We believe that raising the bar on company-wide sustainability,
in particular, sustainable materials, not only elevates our brand,
but pushes the industry toward a resource-respectful future.
Our ambition is matched by our new targets, which includes a
focus on rapidly renewable and recycled materials.
Building on the goals outlined in our inaugural sustainability
report, we are doubling down on reducing our environmental
impact by holding our waste to landfill levels steady, reducing
our water use and by increasing the use of rapidly renewable
and recycled materials in existing products and
new developments.

Driving Impact Through Long-term Commitments
Ultrafabrics recognizes the unique position we are in to drive
sustainable change across key global industries. We provide
materials to companies across aviation, automotive, furniture,
and interiors that have a significant environmental and social
impact on the planet. Interior designers and manufacturers, by
Company Overview
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some estimates, could influence over 10% of all global carbon
emissions by controlling decisions around materials used in
construction and renovations (Metropolis, 2020). Thus, it is
imperative that we rise to the occasion and support these
industries’ transition to a low-carbon, circular future. To that
end, we have worked to develop 5–10-year targets that will help
drive sustainability throughout our work.

Targets:
01 By 2030, 100% of all Ultrafabrics product portfolio will
have at least 50% rapidly renewable and/or
recycled materials.
02 Ultrafabrics commits to a 20% reduction in water use
by 2025, from a 2020 baseline, as percentage of
yards produced.
03 Maintain 3% or less waste to landfill intensity - meaning
that 3% or less of the yardage we produce each year
goes to landfill.
04 We recognize the importance of aligning with the Paris
Agreement and 1.5°C future. As such, we are evaluating
the pathways for reducing our greenhouse gas emissions
and are considering the possibility of setting a sciencebased target for reducing our emissions in 2022 in
accordance with the Science-Based Targets Initiative (SBTi)
small and medium sized business standards.

Making an Impact Through Partnership
Ultrafabrics is contributing to the movement towards sourcing
responsible and more sustainable materials in the textiles
industry. By reducing our energy and resource consumption
in our production processes, we cut our emissions and
other impacts.
To further achieve our sustainability goals, we are growing our
collaborations with partners that have a finger on the pulse of
luxury, technology, and innovation.
In late 2021, Land Rover introduced Ultrafabrics materials as
an option for the Range Rover and Range Rover SV. For the
first time, their customers can customize their car interior
with an animal-free option that is still luxurious but also highperforming and less taxing on the environment. The selection
of Ultrafabrics supports Land Rover’s overall materiality
strategy, which is an uncompromising vision to innovate
materials, processes, and technology that promote social,
environmental, and economic value.
Luxury watch manufacturer Movado and wearable tech
company Fitbit feature Ultrafabrics materials in their first
vegan watch band introductions. Fitbit selected Volar Bio,
a 29% biobased collection that is certified by the USDA
BioPreferred Progam, for their initial introduction. Through
these collaborations, we are combining premium style while
keeping an eye on sustainability.
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Conscious
Manufacturing
meets Conscious
Consumerism
As Ultrafabrics adapts, reshapes, and redevelops its products
to align itself with a greener future, it’s inherent conscious
creativity that allows the company to stay relevant to the
changing needs and desires of its audience. As the consumer
consciousness movement continues to increase, the need
for full transparency is critical in ensuring industries can
stay attuned to the needs of current and future generations.
It is imperative for brands to listen to the movements of
consumers if we are committed to ensuring a positive, more
environmentally responsible future for all. As we look ahead,
companies and individuals must pull together knowing that
our actions, when combined as one, will create the change
we urgently need to see.
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Our
Business

Ultrafabrics
Holdings Co., Ltd.
(Japan)

Ultrafabrics Holdings Co., Ltd. (“UfH”), a holding company
of the Ultrafabrics Group (“Uf Group”) headquartered in
Japan, formerly known as Daiichi Kasei Co., Ltd. (“DKK”), was
established on January 12, 1966. As a result of an acquisition of
Ultrafabrics, LLC (“Uf LLC”) located in the US, DKK changed its
name to UfH in October 2017.

Daiichi
Kasei Co., Ltd.
(Japan)

DKK, a manufacturing company located in Japan,
was established on May 22, 2017. As a result of business
transfer from UfH to DKK, DKK engages in the manufacturing
of high-quality polyurethane material.

Ultrafabrics Inc.
(United States)

Ultrafabrics
Europe Ltd.
(United Kingdom)

Ultrafabrics Inc. (“UFI”), a wholly-owned US subsidiary of
UfH, is engaged in import, distribution, sales, and marketing.
Ultrafabrics Europe (“UFE”) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
UFI and is engaged in distribution, sales, and marketing within
European markets. The Ultrafabrics flagship showroom is in
London, United Kingdom.

24%

29%

7%
Aviation
Furniture
Automotive
Other

40%
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Global Supply Chain
Global Supply Chain
——

UF Europe
Warehouse &
Distribution

UF North America
Distribution Center

Ultrafabrics Holdings
Hachioji First Square Bldg. 6f
3-20-6 Myoukin-Cho, Hachioji
Tokyo 192-0046, Japan

DKK
Manufacturing
Facilities
UF North America
Headquarters,
Warehouse &
Distribution

Headquarters
303 South Broadway - Ste 201
Tarrytown, NY 10591

US Distribution
4 Warehouse Lane
Elmsford, NY 10523

US Distribution
12117 Spivey Drive - Ste B
Laredo, TX 78045

UK, EU Distribution
114 The Burrows, East Goscote
Leicestershire, Le7 3xd, UK
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Our
Product
Ultrafabrics offers a growing portfolio of over 400 versatile
fabrics that combine premium aesthetics, sensorial tactility,
and functionality to deliver the highest quality material of its
kind. Our products are the result of time-honored Japanese
craftsmanship and state-of-the-art technology, combined.
Designed for ultimate comfort and durability, our materials
challenge expectations.

Company Overview
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Our
Process
Our proprietary Takumi™ manufacturing technology takes
its name from the Japanese word for artisan. It combines
the principles of craftsmanship with innovative engineering
to maximize performance and comfort within the multilayered construction. In this way, we make the most effective
use of resources to produce durable and desirable materials
that carry a reduced environmental impact over their full
life cycle.

Surface Layer
•
•
•
•
•

Adds extreme durability with ease of care
and low maintenance
Protects from stains
Withstands cleaners and disinfectants
Non-allergenic and odor-free
Liquid and moisture repellent

Topskin Layer
•
•
•

Unique polycarbonate resins, engineered for
maximum hydrolysis resistance and enduring strength
Quality pigments are infused for lasting
color vibrancy
Consistent grain retention

Microfoam Layer
•
•

Polycarbonate foam structure for added comfort
High-moisture transfer provides ultimate thermal
comfort for body climate regulation

Substrate
•
•

Reinforced rayon fibers, or blends,
provide dimensional stability
Superior foundation delivers high performance
and upholstering ease
Company Overview
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Our Journey
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Our Product
Development
Principles
What We Believe In

What We Are Striving For

Ultrafabrics has been committed to social consciousness and

Material innovation calls for the development of next-generation
materials that limit the use of non-renewable materials while
improving the sustainability of existing fibers and advancing the
newest plant-based and recycled materials.

sustainability since our first product launch over two decades
ago. By engineering animal-free textiles that perform better than
animal-based alternatives and limiting harmful VOCs, we set the
course for a change in the highest quality upholstery materials
being offered to the automotive, aviation, and furniture industries.

Material innovation is a fundamental tenet of the work we do.
This positions us to not only be more sustainable but also sets
us apart from our competitors.

How We Deliver
Ultrafabrics is known for its portfolio of premium products that
are engineered to last. Long-lasting products help to optimize
the product lifecycle.
Our supply chain is optimized to ensure responsible
manufacturing through water savings in future mill
developments, ethical sourcing of materials, and production
processes that result in a low carbon footprint and a reduction
in emissions.

We launched our first biobased collection, Volar Bio, in 2019.
Created with both functionality and sustainability in mind,
we utilize corn-based content to prepare polyols for the
polyurethane resin and incorporate wood pulp-based materials
into the twill backcloth. In contrast with greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions produced by fossil fuel-based ethanol, corn-based
ethanol actively removes carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.

Sustainable Future
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Volar Bio received the 2020 PETA Vegan Homeware Award,
the 2022 Good Design award for Green Products, and has
a 29% USDA BioPreferred Program label, which requires
a minimum of a 25% bio content in order to tout the
trusted label.

“I have been looking for an animal-free, leather-like fabric
to make the Squash bag with and Ultrafabrics’ Volar Bio
fits my specifications. It’s soft, easy to work with and the
29% bio content, is a great step towards a 100% bio-leather
alternative. And I love the colors.”

——
Oyuna
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Sustainability
at Work
The Ultrafabrics Sustainability Committee is responsible for
overseeing and implementing our sustainability strategy
and ensuring that it is integrated into our operations. The
committee is comprised of nine senior leaders who represent
Ultrafabrics’ key business functions such as engineering,
branding, quality, product development, and operations.
As part of Ultrafabrics’ new five-year plan, a strategic task
force has been formed to focus on key sustainability priority
areas. This task force is made up of cross-functional teams
and reports out to senior leadership on a quarterly or biannual basis.
The Environmental Sustainability Task Force is dedicated
to driving improvements across emissions, water, waste,
and materials. Inclusive of members from Ultrafabrics
manufacturing, product development, strategy, marketing
& branding teams, the task force meets twice a quarter to
identify hotspots, establish baselines, set targets, and develop
roadmaps for these topics.
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Sustainability
Standards
Ultrafabrics exemplifies our commitment to sustainability and
improving our environmental standards by aligning our goals
with the following rigorous international standards
and frameworks:
01 ISO 14001 Certification is the international standard that
outlines requirements for effective environmental
management, providing a framework for organizations
to follow and aid in the creation of an Environmental
Management System (EMS) that manages the immediate
and long-term environmental impacts of a firm’s products,
services, and processes.
The Ultrafabrics United States headquarters and Japanese
manufacturing facilities are all ISO 14001 certified since
2020. To gain certification, companies must provide the
scope of their EMS, develop their own environmental policy,
operational control procedures, evaluate their Environmental
Risks & Opportunities, outline their environmental objectives
and plans for achieving them.

02 IATF 16949 Certification is the international quality
management system for the automobile industry.
All manufacturing facilities of Daiichi Kasei have been
certified to IATF 16949 since 2020.
03 ISO 9001 is the international standard that specifies
requirements for a quality management system.
Having this certification indicates that an organization
demonstrates the ability to consistently provide
products and services that meet customer and
regulatory requirements.
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ESG Strategy
Overview
An ESG materiality assessment helps to identify the most
important topics for a company to track and report on and
focuses on key areas of overlap between business success
and their importance to stakeholders.
In this report, we’ve announced new, time-bound targets on 3
priority topics, and report metrics and activities, as available,
in all others. It is our long-term commitment to continue
expanding the scope of reporting to include additional
targets & metrics, and we will continue to manage, monitor,
and report activity on all areas listed on the following pages.

“Sustainability is a journey and can be approached through
many avenues, which is why we centered our commitments
and strategies around a multi-faceted approach. As a premium
ingredient brand, we understand the integral role we play in our
customer’s journey and are proud with our progress already
underway and what’s ahead on the horizon.”

——
Nicole Meier,
Director of Branding, Ultrafabrics
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Ultrafabrics is
Promoting Safe
Chemistry
Safer chemistry is vitally important to the future of the
textiles industry. The use of harmful chemicals or dyes in textile
manufacturing releases toxic gases into the environment and
causes safety and health concerns for humans ranging from
skin irritation and allergies to digestive problems and cancer.
Ultrafabrics is working on next-generation innovation to deliver
safer materials for our producers and clients alike. To minimize
our environmental impact from chemistry and reduce waste,
we currently recover and recycle over 98% of solvents used
in manufacturing.

Activities:
The following standards certify that Ultrafabrics is in compliance
with the most rigorous indoor air quality emissions standards.
01 REACH: Updates to REACH SVHC continue to improve
industry sustainability. All Ultrafabrics products are assessed
to semi-annual updates and have been determined to meet
and/or exceed the criteria.
02 SCS Indoor Advantage Gold is the highest level of indoor air
quality performance for furniture, ensuring that furniture
products meet the strictest chemical emission limits for
VOCs. All current collections have been assessed to pass
Indoor Advantage Gold.
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Ultrafabrics is
Promoting Safe
Chemistry
After a comprehensive review of our restricted substances list,
we have maintained the same high standards, which excludes
the following from Ultrafabrics products:

By the third quarter of 2022, we will begin to remove PFOA
from our Breathable Technology grouping which includes Brisa,
Brisa Distressed, Fresco, Mokume, and Spectra, and expect to be
complete by end of the year. PFOA is a man-made fluorocarbon

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bisphenol A (BPA)
Conflict Minerals
Flame Retardants
Heavy Metal Stabilizers
PFOAs (Perfluorooctanoic Acid)*
Plasticizer Phthalates
POPs (Persistent Organic Pollutants)
PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride)
Other toxic by-products

used for water resistance and has been replaced with a siliconbased chemical. Many countries, including Japan, where our
products are manufactured, agreed to adopt a ban on PFOA
following the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic
Pollutants (POPs).

*By end of 2022
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Employee Health
& Safety
The health and safety of our employees is held to the highest
standards at our mills. We conduct periodic health checks for
all mill employees and provide periodic training to prevent
recurrence of incidents. Our focus on air quality extends to our
manufacturing facilities in which indoor air quality is monitored
for VOCs to ensure that levels surpass regulatory requirements.
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Quality Design
for Longevity
Our expertly crafted, high-quality products are made with
confidence. Our product line is trusted by designers and
manufacturers across industries and is renowned for
its durability, comfort, and style.
Considering the unprecedented demands of cleaning and
disinfecting during the COVID-19 pandemic, we are working to
develop products that withstand vigorous cleaning regimens
while maintaining the highest standards of sustainability
and performance. This is an ongoing goal as we strive to
continuously provide clients, colleagues, and the public with
materials that surpass expectations.
We stand by our entire product portfolio and to further build
upon our commitments to quality and customers, we have
improved our product warranty. Announced in February 2022,
our product warranty period extended from 2 to 5 years from
the date of shipment.* The warranty covers any defects in
materials or workmanship giving our customers even more
peace of mind.

*Does not apply to Uf Select and specific applications, like marine and aviation.
Please visit our website for complete warranty information. New warranty applied
to purchase orders received after February 8, 2022
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Material
Innovation
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Material Innovation —— calls for the development of nextgeneration materials that limit the use of non-renewable
materials while improving the sustainability of existing
fibers and advancing the newest plant-based and recycled
materials.

Material Innovation
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Circular Materials
The textile industry is under increasing pressure to eliminate
waste and reuse resources as much as possible. The transition
to a circular system will require inputs from all parties involved,
including designers, chemists, and end consumers.
Recognizing both the speed at which we need to transition to
more sustainable materials, as well as the global demand, we
have set a new, more ambitious materials target. This target
reflects the length of our product development lifecycle and
include clearer criteria for evaluation.
By 2030, 100% of all Ultrafabrics product portfolio will have at
least 50% rapidly renewable and/or recycled materials.

Scope of Target
The target covers overall percentage of rapidly renewable and
recycled materials in the finished product and includes both
surface resins and backcloth fibers.

How We Define These Materials
Rapidly Renewable Materials are materials that can be
replenished at a rate equal or greater than rate of depletion,

typically agricultural and forestry products with a harvest
cycle of 10 years or less, prioritizing feedstocks with
strong traceability.
Rapidly renewable materials include Preferred Man-Man
Cellulosic – inputs sourced from non-endangered, certified
sustainably managed forests, that are manufactured
more sustainably (e.g., employing responsible chemistry
practices and/or manufacturing technologies that are closed
loop that ensure biodegradability.) Certification includes
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), Sustainable Forestry
Initiative (SFI), Programme for the Enforcement of Forestry
Certification (PEFC), and CanopyStyle audits.
Ultrafabrics recognizes the increased sustainability of
sourcing 2nd and 3rd generation feedstocks backed by 3rd
party certification and aims to prioritize those feedstocks as
they come available.
Recycled Materials are pre- or post-consumer recycled
sources that are certified to Global Recycle Standard (GRS)
or Recycled Claim Standard (RCS). Ultrafabrics recognizes
the importance of post-consumer inputs in achieving full
textile industry circularity and prioritizes those inputs
where possible.
Material Innovation
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Activities:
Increasing Our Level of Transparency ——
Ultrafabrics & TENCEL™ Modal Fibers
Ultrafabrics is the first and only polyurethane to utilize
TENCEL™ Modal fibers in our collections with 100%
reinforced rayon backings.
TENCEL™ Modal fibers are mainly manufactured from
beech wood, sourced from sustainable forests in Austria
and neighboring countries. Beech wood forests are a natural
and renewable source of raw material, supporting our use
of rapidly renewable resources.

Benefits of this backing include:
•
•
•

The following Ultrafabrics collections include this backing,
representing 33% of our entire product portfolio:
01
02
03
04
05
06

TENCEL™ is a trademark of Lenzing AG

Botanical origin
Soft and natural drape
Long-lasting softness

Dwell
Eco Tech
Geom
Pearlized
Ultraleather
Ultraleather Pro
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TENCEL™ Modal
TENCEL™ is a textile fiber brand offering eco-fibers derived
from renewable wood sourced from sustainably managed
forests that are produced via eco-responsible productions
processes, traceable via blockchain technology, and
compostable and biodegradable. We are very happy to
see our fibers on different textile products. Ultrafabrics
developed a selection of products by using our TENCEL™
Modal fibers as a very good alternative to industry standard
solutions. The journey to sustainability is a long marathon,
not a sprint, and evolutionary change should always begin
with actionable steps toward the goal of reducing a brand’s
environmental impact.

——
Ebru Bayramoglu,
Head of Global Segments, Lenzing
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Performance
Metrics
Rapidly Renewable & Recycled Materials Progress
By 2030, our goal is for 100% of our portfolio to contain
at least 50% rapidly renewable or recycled materials.

Against 2025 Target:
For 2021, 40% of our total portfolio had more than
50% renewable and/or recycled materials.
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Energy Conservation
& Climate Impact
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions is vital to slow the negative
impacts of climate change. By reducing air pollutants, air
quality improves and thus benefits human health. Ultrafabrics
is committed to reducing our footprint throughout our supply
chain both domestically and internationally, and we fully support
the goals recently set forth at COP26.
Most significantly to our business, in the last quarter of 2021,
Japan released a roadmap to tackle its contribution to climate
change by outlining three key milestones that include:
01 Reduction of GHG emissions by 26% from 2013 levels
by 2030.
02 Promotion and development of innovative technologies
that enable Japan to contribute to the reduction of
accumulated atmospheric CO2 globally to “Beyond Zero”.
03 Prime Minister Suga Yoshihide has set the ambitious
goal of carbon neutrality by 2050.
We embrace the goals as set forth by the Japanese government
and acknowledge the need not just for industry-wide alignment
on targets but global-aligned action.

We recognize the importance of aligning with the Paris
Agreement and 1.5°C future. As such, we are evaluating the
pathways for reducing our greenhouse gas emissions and are
considering the possibility of setting a science-based target
for reducing our emissions in 2022 in accordance with the
Science-Based Targets Initiative (SBTi) small and medium sized
business standards.

Activities & Performance Summary
As part of our efforts to reduce emissions:
01 We expanded the measurement of our footprint to include
our full Scope 1 & 2 GHG emissions from across all
Ultrafabrics facilities in Japan, United States,
and the United Kingdom.
02 We source 100% of our primary raw materials (resins and
backcloth) from local suppliers, with the intention of
reducing our emissions from transportation.
03 We continue to use heat exhaust to power many of our
machines and use energy-efficient equipment for
lamination and surfacing.
Material Innovation
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04 In 2021, we began generating energy from our newly
installed 176 kw solar system to cover the energy
requirement of our new warehouse in Gunma.
05 Our newly implemented automated replenish system at
our new warehouse is synced with production to drive
energy efficiency.
06 To further promote sustainability and secure sufficient
space for future production, Ultrafabrics is moving to
construct a new mill to transfer tumbling/washing/drying
heat setting/embossing processes from Gyoda, Japan with
completion expected by late 2024. Total project costs for
phase 1 are estimated to be JPY4.2bn (including land
acquisition and JPY1.3bn of sustainability initiatives)
(under review by the management) Additional borrowing
of JPY3.8bn from the line banks are being contemplated.
In addition to replacing aged equipment for energy
efficiency, further benefits of the new mill include:
•
•
•
•

Concentration of inspection sites
Closed-loop in water usage with a water treatment facility
for water recycling
New energy sources featuring solar power and storage
including cogeneration
Looking toward the future and growth of production to
include an additional lamination line and a production line
for non-solvent products
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Performance
Updates/Metrics
Emissions Intensity

GHG Emissions Intensity
Kgs of GHG Emissions Per Yard Produced

After a slight increase in 2020, we are proud to report that we
have significantly decreased our emissions intensity in 2021 to
only 0.0035 kg of carbon emissions per yard produced in 2021.
This represents a 14% decrease in emissions intensity

0.0040

0.0039 kg

0.0040 kg
0.0035 kg

0.0035

Kgs of Co2

0.0030
0.0025
0.0020
0.0015
0.0010
0.0005
0.0000

2019

2020

2021
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Water Conservation
& Recovery
We recognize that water is a finite resource, and that
wastewater pollution is a key environmental and public health
concern of stakeholders when it comes to textile manufacturing.
Water is used throughout the textile production process as
a solvent for dyes and chemicals, to transfer dyes and
chemicals to fabric, and as a medium for washing, rinsing,
and softening fabrics.
As such, we have instituted strict water quality controls as
part of our ISO 14001 processes and have developed a new
water reduction target to guide future decisions around water
use. As part of our planning for the new mill, we expect to have
cutting-edge technologies that allow for water recycling as part
of the manufacturing processes.

We Are Pleased to Announce Our New Water
Reduction Target

Scope of Target
Water use from manufacturing

Activities & Performance Summary
Implemented in late 2020, our wastewater recycling program
recently celebrated its first full year of operations, resulting in
a roughly 5-10% reduction in freshwater consumption. This is
only the beginning of our strategic water recycling efforts, and
we are working closely with an environmental consulting firm to
evaluate different water reduction and recycling initiatives.
We continue to explore options for products with reduced need
for solvents and seek additional opportunities to work toward
a less water-intensive textile industry, while maintaining the
qualities our customers value.

Ultrafabrics commits to a 20% reduction in water use by
2025 from a 2020 baseline as percentage of yards produced.
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Performance
Metrics
Water Use Intensity
Our water use intensity was reduced in 2021. We were able to
achieve 0.051 metric tons (mt) of water per yard produced in
2021, down from 0.058 mt of water per yard produced in 2020.

Water Intensity from Manufacturing
Metric Tons of Water Per Yard Produced
0.06 mt

0.057

0.058
0.051

0.05 mt
0.04 mt
0.03 mt
0.02 mt
0.01 mt
0.00 mt

2019

2020

2021
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Material Conservation
& Recovery
Ultrafabrics is Reducing and Diverting
Textile waste is becoming a major component of landfills
worldwide and thus contributing to GHG emissions. Because
textile production is incredibly resource-intensive, reducing
and diverting textiles from the waste stream has the potential
to dramatically cut harmful emissions globally.
Acknowledging resource constraints, we are actively looking
for ways to mitigate waste by embracing circular economy
principles. We are not only keeping abreast of best practices
and standards but are taking further steps to lead the change
in the textiles industry.
Ultrafabrics designs durable, long-lasting products that often
outlast the structures they inhabit (e.g., furniture or cars).
This design principle is intended to reduce the amount of
material that is sent to landfills and reduce waste. However, for
post-industrial and pre-consumer waste, we take measures to
reduce and divert our waste.

To Further Guide Our Efforts, We Have Developed
a Waste Reduction Target
Ultrafabrics commits to maintain 3% or less waste to landfill
intensity - meaning that 3% or less of the yardage we produce
each year goes to landfill.

Scope of Target
Includes waste from manufacturing (scrap), returns and unsold
inventory. Both waste source reduction (producing less waste)
and diversion efforts (donating or recycling the waste we do
produce) impact this metric, which measures the total yards
that go to landfill as a percentage of total yards produced.
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Activities & 2021 Performance Summary
In 2021, we continued to reduce our waste intensity, achieving
2.33% waste intensity through waste reduction and diversion.
This includes reductions across waste from manufacturing
defects and scraps, product returns and discontinued inventory.
01 Waste Reduction:
•
Manufacturing waste: Ultrafabrics actively manages
its target scrap ratio, optimizing efficiency to reduce
waste and diverting the small portion of remaining
waste wherever possible.
•

Sales waste reduction: We employ strict sample returns
policies as well as inventory management (e.g., holding
less inventory) to ensure that there is as little unsold
inventory as possible.

•

For all scrap and defect waste from production,
Ultrafabrics follows a two-fold process: first, identify
local partners who might be interested in repurposing or
upcycling and second, for the materials that we cannot
find a second home select waste management companies
with strong sustainability disclosures, objectives, and
initiatives such as reuse or conversion. We’ve already
reduced transactions with 1 vendor with less disclosures
and are developing a waste policy that codifies our
sustainability criteria.

02 Waste Diversion:
•
Sales waste diversion initiatives/ donations:
Ultrafabrics has continued to partner with a number of
organizations throughout the US to repurpose unsold
or returned inventory.
•

DKK launched a new upcycling brand <REDOW> using
materials that must be scrapped due to defects, scale
shortage, cuts in manufacturing process etc. With support
of our sustainability designer partner, KDS (Kajiwara Design
Studio), the brand makes bags with excellent design taking
advantage of features of our materials – incomparable
comfort and superior durability. The company plans to
donate all sales profit from this project.

Material Innovation
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Performance
Metrics
Waste to Landfill Intensity
% of Total Yards to Landfill

We have continued to decrease the percent of yards we produce
every year that end up in landfill. We are proud to share that for
2021, only 2.33% of the yards we produced went to landfill.

Waste to Landfill Intensity
4
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Please note that due to improved calculation methodology, previously reported
waste intensity for 2019 & 2020 are restated here.
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Transparency
& Accountability
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As a future-focused company, Ultrafabrics’ sustainability
vision relies on a commitment to transparency and
accountability. We focus on engaging employees and
communities in a culture of sustainability, promoting
awareness of and respect for human rights in our supply
chain, and establishing a clear framework for governance
and reporting on sustainability.
Employee Engagement, Well-Being, & Culture fosters
an inclusive, collaborative work environment where all
employees can access opportunities for wellness and growth.
We foster a culture of sustainability by engaging our local
communities with volunteer support, charitable giving,
and development opportunities.
We offer Employee Assistance Program (EAP), which allows
employees to confidentially develop and grow in a variety of
personal and career development areas. In Spring 2022, we
are re-introducing UF University, a monthly series of live and
on-demand training sessions that include product, processes,
and wellness topics

Sustainability Governance & Accountability ensures
transparent and consistent reporting of sustainability KPIs
over time. Maintains and/or exceeds compliance with all laws
and regulations pertaining to sustainability objectives by
allocating appropriate resources and authority to achieve
sustainability goals. Ultrafabrics continually improves our
performance by externally verifying our sustainability
performance using third party assessments and
reporting frameworks.

Traceable Supply Chain & Human Rights promotes
awareness of human rights in the supply chain and
assesses suppliers for compliance with human rights
standards. We trace our supply chain back to raw materials
while verifying sources, content, and production conditions.

Transparency & Accountability
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Inclusion is More
than a Buzzword
at Ultrafabrics
The textile industry is deeply rooted in a history that
includes exploitative practices. To achieve true sustainability,
expanding roles, platforms, and opportunities for all
stakeholders and personnel is necessary to move the
needle toward a truly inclusive sector.

Transparency & Accountability
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Performance
Updates/Metrics
01 Female/mate ratio is 1:1
02 Safety incidents per 200,000 hrs worked

Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate
(Injuries Per 200,000 Hours Worked)
8
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Ultrafabrics is
Improving Supply
Chain Traceability
The integrity of supply chains continues to be a growing
demand of the textiles industry. Supply chain traceability is
the ability to trace the entire lifecycle of a product from its
raw material up through the consumer and on to disposal
and end of life.
Traceability calls for a more transparent textile supply chain
and tracks the impacts that products have along the chain
from individual environmental inputs to impacts on human
life and livelihoods.

Initiatives:
Ultrafabrics released our supplier questionnaire in 2021 to
assess our supplier’s alignment with responsible practices.
With a response rate of 83%, we plan to roll out a second
survey in the first quarter of 2022.
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Ultrafabrics is
Strengthening
Its Ties With
the Community
The textile industry touches almost every aspect of daily
modern life and employs over 25 million people globally.
With over 300 employees across multiple locations in
Japan, the UK and the US, we are committed to having
a positive economic, social, and environmental impact in
the communities in which we operate. Through continual
engagement and strengthening of local community
relationships, we ensure our success and our
communities’ success are one in the same.

Initiatives:
01 In 2021, we continued our partnership with Treedom,
and funding from our organization enabled the initiative
to plant an additional 200 trees this year. We plan to
continue yearly.

02 Partnered with UK Organization CREATE arts and
donated profit proceeds of Spectra and Uf Select –
new product introductions.
03 As long-standing members of the Westchester County,
New York community, where our US headquarters are
based, we participate in a number of local initiatives to
further deepen our roots. This includes supporting
fundraisers like Feeding Westchester and toy drives
during the holiday season.

Saunders Trades Technical High School — Yonkers, NY
Throughout 2021, Ultrafabrics donated both finished
materials and memos sampling to Saunders Trades Technical
High School’s fashion program and thus supporting their
ongoing Sustainability Now project, in which students create
original garments using more sustainable materials or
repurposing materials or garments destined for the landfill.
Transparency & Accountability
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The students created wearable garments like jackets from
finished goods, tote bags using our sample squares,
and custom bean bags.
Opening in 1909, Saunders Trades and Technical High School
(STTHS) was the first public trades school in New York
State. For over 100 years, the school has been committed to
combined vocational and academic instruction that provides
graduating students with skills for employment and an
academic preparation for college. Magnet programs include
culinary, fashion, cosmetology, graphics, HVAC, carpentry, ECC,
Automotive, Bio-chem and Architecture. Ultrafabrics looks
forward to continued partnership and collaboration with STTHS.

Transparency & Accountability

Thank You
We thank you for following our journey and welcome questions
and feedback on our report: sustainability@ultrafabricsinc.com
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